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Escrow support on your transaction - anytime, anywhere.
Is this possible? Absolutely.
BNY Mellon Escrow Advantage online access makes it fast and easy.
Our highly secure mobile platform provides a streamlined KYC process, a secure solution for initiating
transactions and the ability to begin the process online anytime, day or night.
Escrow Advantage helps reduce the time you spend providing KYC or paying agent information.
Get started with Escrow Advantage in four easy steps:
Step 1: Discuss escrow need with a BNY Mellon representative.
Step 2: Perform one-time registration with Escrow Advantage.
Step 3: Complete online rules-based KYC or paying agent smart form for each transaction.
Step 4: Submit for review and processing at BNY Mellon to finalize.
Contact a BNY Mellon representative to see Escrow Advantage for yourself.
Visit bnymellon.com/escrowadvantage
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